TERMS & CONDITIONS OF LEAGUE PLAY .
TEAMS + SUPPORTERS
Only Pro-Soccer members with a valid account will be able enter a team into a Pro-Soccer league and is required
to be a minimum of 18 years of age
All team organisers are personally responsible to the relevant Pro-Soccer complex for the finances of their team.
In the event of any dispute, Pro-Soccer will only deal with, or pursue the team organiser for finances due.
Pro-Soccer reserves the right to refer any outstanding balance to a debt collection agency for recovery should a
balance remain unsettled after 30 days. This may include all costs incurred to date.
Teams will be required to pay the relevant ‘League Registration Fee’ each season.
An invoice shall be sent to the membership holder for any outstanding charges on his/her account. This invoice
shall be settled within fourteen days. Failure to settle outstanding charges on an account may result in legal action
being taken to recover a debt.
Pro-Soccer reserve the right to withdraw any membership, put an account on hold or remove any team from a
league at any time and without reason.
A league squad can consist of a minimum of 5 and up to a maximum of 15 players during any season.
All teams must have their account fully paid up at the end of a league season to allow them to continue onto the
following season.
All league matches and fees must be paid for prior to play commencing.
Pro-Soccer reserve the right to halt any game where full payment has not been made prior to play. Should payment
still not be made and the booking not completed, an invoice shall be sent to the team organiser for the balance.
Pro-Soccer advise that Shin pads are worn by all players.
Each team is permitted one postponement per league season unless it is the last game of the season as this can only
be brought forward – not postponed. Seven days notice must be given by the team requesting their postponement.
Pro-Soccer will make all decisions on the playability of any pitch. Their decision is final.
Teams are responsible for their supporters. This includes problems created by them in all forms and Pro-Soccer
reserve the right to ban any player or supporter for any reason.
Pro-Soccer reserve the right to change any of the above terms & conditions at any time and with no notice period

MATCH CANCELLATIONS
Match cancellations made prior to the day of the fixture will incur a charge of their team fee & the cost of the
referee.
Match cancellations made on the day of the fixture will incur a charge of the full match fee (both their own team
fee and the oppositions)

INSURANCE
League Team Organisers and squad players are advised that team fees charged for any fixture do not include
insurance cover for on the pitch sporting injuries. You are advised to consider taking out ‘Personal Injury’ and
‘Public Liability Insurance’ when competing in 5-a-side / 7-a-side league match.

